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Aims Aims Aims Aims of this eveningof this eveningof this eveningof this evening::::

• To To To To look at how we teach look at how we teach look at how we teach look at how we teach Maths Maths Maths Maths across the across the across the across the 

school.school.school.school.

• Address some misconceptions Address some misconceptions Address some misconceptions Address some misconceptions 

• Find out how Find out how Find out how Find out how parents can support with parents can support with parents can support with parents can support with 

homework.homework.homework.homework.

• Look at new ways of approaching MathsLook at new ways of approaching MathsLook at new ways of approaching MathsLook at new ways of approaching Maths

• Curriculum 2014Curriculum 2014Curriculum 2014Curriculum 2014



Some parental feedbackSome parental feedbackSome parental feedbackSome parental feedback

• Oh I don’t do the Oh I don’t do the Oh I don’t do the Oh I don’t do the mathsmathsmathsmaths ---- I leave it to my wife / I leave it to my wife / I leave it to my wife / I leave it to my wife / 
husband. I do the English.husband. I do the English.husband. I do the English.husband. I do the English.

• What is wrong with the way we were taught?What is wrong with the way we were taught?What is wrong with the way we were taught?What is wrong with the way we were taught?

• I am scared of doing the wrong thing.I am scared of doing the wrong thing.I am scared of doing the wrong thing.I am scared of doing the wrong thing.

• Some of the methods are ridiculous Some of the methods are ridiculous Some of the methods are ridiculous Some of the methods are ridiculous –––– take far take far take far take far 
too long.too long.too long.too long.

• What is the point in chunking? I did it the proper What is the point in chunking? I did it the proper What is the point in chunking? I did it the proper What is the point in chunking? I did it the proper 
way and I’m fine.way and I’m fine.way and I’m fine.way and I’m fine.

• Is it “on the doorstep? carry? Is it “on the doorstep? carry? Is it “on the doorstep? carry? Is it “on the doorstep? carry? bbbborrow?” orrow?” orrow?” orrow?” 



Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 –––– Mental Mental Mental Mental mathsmathsmathsmaths

• Difference between pure mental Difference between pure mental Difference between pure mental Difference between pure mental mathsmathsmathsmaths and and and and 

mental mental mental mental mathsmathsmathsmaths with jottings.with jottings.with jottings.with jottings.

• Written methods as a fall back?Written methods as a fall back?Written methods as a fall back?Written methods as a fall back?

• Counting on fingers? Counting on fingers? Counting on fingers? Counting on fingers? 

• No wrong ways, just more efficient strategiesNo wrong ways, just more efficient strategiesNo wrong ways, just more efficient strategiesNo wrong ways, just more efficient strategies



Try theseTry theseTry theseTry these

• Explain to the person next to you, how you Explain to the person next to you, how you Explain to the person next to you, how you Explain to the person next to you, how you 

would approach these questions.would approach these questions.would approach these questions.would approach these questions.

• 64 + 7764 + 7764 + 7764 + 77

• 34 + 9834 + 9834 + 9834 + 98

• There are some efficient methods available There are some efficient methods available There are some efficient methods available There are some efficient methods available 

here!here!here!here!



PartitioningPartitioningPartitioningPartitioning

• A very useful method that we use a great deal.A very useful method that we use a great deal.A very useful method that we use a great deal.A very useful method that we use a great deal.

• 64 + 7764 + 7764 + 7764 + 77

• It does not matter if we start with 4 + 7 or 60 + It does not matter if we start with 4 + 7 or 60 + It does not matter if we start with 4 + 7 or 60 + It does not matter if we start with 4 + 7 or 60 + 
70, but convention tells us that we should start 70, but convention tells us that we should start 70, but convention tells us that we should start 70, but convention tells us that we should start 
with the units.with the units.with the units.with the units.

• 4 + 7 = 11 (write on your board)4 + 7 = 11 (write on your board)4 + 7 = 11 (write on your board)4 + 7 = 11 (write on your board)

• 6 + 7 = 13 so 60 + 70 = 1306 + 7 = 13 so 60 + 70 = 1306 + 7 = 13 so 60 + 70 = 1306 + 7 = 13 so 60 + 70 = 130

• Bring it back together with your 11Bring it back together with your 11Bring it back together with your 11Bring it back together with your 11

• 141141141141



Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10

• Again, a very useful method that we use a great Again, a very useful method that we use a great Again, a very useful method that we use a great Again, a very useful method that we use a great 

deal.deal.deal.deal.

• 33334 + 984 + 984 + 984 + 98

• The nearest multiple of 10 is 100, so we add The nearest multiple of 10 is 100, so we add The nearest multiple of 10 is 100, so we add The nearest multiple of 10 is 100, so we add 

100 and “pay two back”100 and “pay two back”100 and “pay two back”100 and “pay two back”

• 34 + 100 = 134 34 + 100 = 134 34 + 100 = 134 34 + 100 = 134 

• 134 134 134 134 –––– 2 = 1322 = 1322 = 1322 = 132

• Children need to understand place value wellChildren need to understand place value wellChildren need to understand place value wellChildren need to understand place value well



SubtractionSubtractionSubtractionSubtraction

• Demonstrate to a partner how you would Demonstrate to a partner how you would Demonstrate to a partner how you would Demonstrate to a partner how you would 

subtract thesesubtract thesesubtract thesesubtract these

• 76 76 76 76 –––– 12121212

• 95 95 95 95 –––– 29292929

• There are, like with the addition, some There are, like with the addition, some There are, like with the addition, some There are, like with the addition, some 

efficient methods.efficient methods.efficient methods.efficient methods.



PartitioningPartitioningPartitioningPartitioning

• 76 76 76 76 –––– 12121212

• We would take away 10, then take away 2. We would take away 10, then take away 2. We would take away 10, then take away 2. We would take away 10, then take away 2. 

SSSSome children may do take away 2, take ome children may do take away 2, take ome children may do take away 2, take ome children may do take away 2, take 

away 10 away 10 away 10 away 10 



Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10Near multiples of 10

• 95 95 95 95 ---- 29292929

• We would encourage the children to take We would encourage the children to take We would encourage the children to take We would encourage the children to take 

away 30 and “pay one back”away 30 and “pay one back”away 30 and “pay one back”away 30 and “pay one back”

• 95 95 95 95 –––– 30 = 6530 = 6530 = 6530 = 65

• 65 + 1 = 66 (because we took 1 too many)65 + 1 = 66 (because we took 1 too many)65 + 1 = 66 (because we took 1 too many)65 + 1 = 66 (because we took 1 too many)



Multiplication and DivisionMultiplication and DivisionMultiplication and DivisionMultiplication and Division

• Tell your partner how you might do theseTell your partner how you might do theseTell your partner how you might do theseTell your partner how you might do these

• 13 x 613 x 613 x 613 x 6

• 65 65 65 65 ÷÷÷÷ 8888



MultiplicationMultiplicationMultiplicationMultiplication

• 13 x 613 x 613 x 613 x 6

• Again, mentally, we use partitioningAgain, mentally, we use partitioningAgain, mentally, we use partitioningAgain, mentally, we use partitioning

• 3 x 6 = 183 x 6 = 183 x 6 = 183 x 6 = 18

• 10 x 6 = 6010 x 6 = 6010 x 6 = 6010 x 6 = 60

• Total = 78Total = 78Total = 78Total = 78



DivisionDivisionDivisionDivision

• 65 65 65 65 ÷÷÷÷ 8888

• No real trick to this, only knowing tablesNo real trick to this, only knowing tablesNo real trick to this, only knowing tablesNo real trick to this, only knowing tables

• 8 x ? = close to 65?8 x ? = close to 65?8 x ? = close to 65?8 x ? = close to 65?

• I know 8 x 8 = 64I know 8 x 8 = 64I know 8 x 8 = 64I know 8 x 8 = 64

• So the answer is 8 r 1So the answer is 8 r 1So the answer is 8 r 1So the answer is 8 r 1



Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 –––– written written written written mathsmathsmathsmaths

• Importance of written methods v mental Importance of written methods v mental Importance of written methods v mental Importance of written methods v mental 

methodsmethodsmethodsmethods

• The dangers of using an “efficient” method The dangers of using an “efficient” method The dangers of using an “efficient” method The dangers of using an “efficient” method 

too soon.too soon.too soon.too soon.

• Place value and mental methods are keyPlace value and mental methods are keyPlace value and mental methods are keyPlace value and mental methods are key

• EstimatingEstimatingEstimatingEstimating



Why use written Why use written Why use written Why use written mathsmathsmathsmaths

• To aid mental calculation by writing down some To aid mental calculation by writing down some To aid mental calculation by writing down some To aid mental calculation by writing down some 
of the numbers and answers involvedof the numbers and answers involvedof the numbers and answers involvedof the numbers and answers involved

• To make clear a mental procedure for the pupilTo make clear a mental procedure for the pupilTo make clear a mental procedure for the pupilTo make clear a mental procedure for the pupil

• To help communicate methods and solutionsTo help communicate methods and solutionsTo help communicate methods and solutionsTo help communicate methods and solutions

• To provide a record of work to be doneTo provide a record of work to be doneTo provide a record of work to be doneTo provide a record of work to be done

• To aid calculation when the problem is too To aid calculation when the problem is too To aid calculation when the problem is too To aid calculation when the problem is too 
difficult to be done mentally difficult to be done mentally difficult to be done mentally difficult to be done mentally 

• To develop and refine a set of rules for To develop and refine a set of rules for To develop and refine a set of rules for To develop and refine a set of rules for 
calculationscalculationscalculationscalculations



Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written 

methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.

24 x 5024 x 5024 x 5024 x 50

24 x 424 x 424 x 424 x 4

24 x 1524 x 1524 x 1524 x 15

136 x 136 x 136 x 136 x 9999



Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written Would you use mental methods or written 

methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.methods for these? Discuss with your partner.

24 x 50 = (24 x 100) 24 x 50 = (24 x 100) 24 x 50 = (24 x 100) 24 x 50 = (24 x 100) ÷÷÷÷ 2 ? x 5 x 10?2 ? x 5 x 10?2 ? x 5 x 10?2 ? x 5 x 10?

24 x 4 = double and double again?24 x 4 = double and double again?24 x 4 = double and double again?24 x 4 = double and double again?

24 x 15 = x10, then halve, add two 24 x 15 = x10, then halve, add two 24 x 15 = x10, then halve, add two 24 x 15 = x10, then halve, add two 

together? together? together? together? Partitioning?Partitioning?Partitioning?Partitioning?

136 x 9 = (136 x 10) 136 x 9 = (136 x 10) 136 x 9 = (136 x 10) 136 x 9 = (136 x 10) –––– 136 or 136 or 136 or 136 or 

partitioning?partitioning?partitioning?partitioning?



Written addition Written addition Written addition Written addition –––– number linenumber linenumber linenumber line



Written addition Written addition Written addition Written addition ---- expandedexpandedexpandedexpanded



Written addition Written addition Written addition Written addition ---- compactedcompactedcompactedcompacted



Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction –––– using a using a using a using a 

numberlinenumberlinenumberlinenumberline to find the differenceto find the differenceto find the differenceto find the difference



Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction ---- expandedexpandedexpandedexpanded



Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction –––– expanded expanded expanded expanded 

with exchangewith exchangewith exchangewith exchange



Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction Written subtraction –––– compacted compacted compacted compacted 

with exchangewith exchangewith exchangewith exchange



Written multiplication Written multiplication Written multiplication Written multiplication ---- gridgridgridgrid



Written short multiplication Written short multiplication Written short multiplication Written short multiplication 

(expanded)(expanded)(expanded)(expanded)



Written short multiplicationWritten short multiplicationWritten short multiplicationWritten short multiplication



Written long multiplicationWritten long multiplicationWritten long multiplicationWritten long multiplication



Division with chunkingDivision with chunkingDivision with chunkingDivision with chunking



Written short divisionWritten short divisionWritten short divisionWritten short division



Written long division Written long division Written long division Written long division ---- chunkingchunkingchunkingchunking



Written long divisionWritten long divisionWritten long divisionWritten long division



In practiceIn practiceIn practiceIn practice

• SATS papers and Secondary schools are looking SATS papers and Secondary schools are looking SATS papers and Secondary schools are looking SATS papers and Secondary schools are looking 

for conceptual ability, flexibility for conceptual ability, flexibility for conceptual ability, flexibility for conceptual ability, flexibility and and and and applicationapplicationapplicationapplication

• 3 aims of the new curriculum are “fluency” with 3 aims of the new curriculum are “fluency” with 3 aims of the new curriculum are “fluency” with 3 aims of the new curriculum are “fluency” with 

number, “reasoning number, “reasoning number, “reasoning number, “reasoning mathematically” and “solving mathematically” and “solving mathematically” and “solving mathematically” and “solving 

problemsproblemsproblemsproblems”.”.”.”.

• Recommendation is that we don’t push children on Recommendation is that we don’t push children on Recommendation is that we don’t push children on Recommendation is that we don’t push children on 

to to to to next level next level next level next level of a topic, but that we challenge of a topic, but that we challenge of a topic, but that we challenge of a topic, but that we challenge 

them to use and them to use and them to use and them to use and apply their apply their apply their apply their learning flexibly and learning flexibly and learning flexibly and learning flexibly and 

creatively.creatively.creatively.creatively.



In practiceIn practiceIn practiceIn practice

• 60% of entrance exam questions require instant 60% of entrance exam questions require instant 60% of entrance exam questions require instant 60% of entrance exam questions require instant 

recall recall recall recall of multiplication of multiplication of multiplication of multiplication facts in order to solve them facts in order to solve them facts in order to solve them facts in order to solve them 

quickly enoughquickly enoughquickly enoughquickly enough

• The most effective way to learn tables is to The most effective way to learn tables is to The most effective way to learn tables is to The most effective way to learn tables is to 

practise practise practise practise them little them little them little them little and often in a variety of ways and often in a variety of ways and often in a variety of ways and often in a variety of ways 

in order to in order to in order to in order to sustain motivationsustain motivationsustain motivationsustain motivation: board games, Apps, : board games, Apps, : board games, Apps, : board games, Apps, 

competitions (competitions (competitions (competitions (especially especially especially especially withwithwithwith parents!), parents!), parents!), parents!), songssongssongssongs, , , , 

posters etc.posters etc.posters etc.posters etc.


